
Nude Fat Man Eating Cookie Dough VIII: I Am The Lizard King

Written by Greg Mills

  

Cookie dough, as you may have gleaned, dear attentive reader, is my ambrosia and nectar, my
soma and my score.

      

Raw, uncut cookie is the stuff that pumps through the chambers of my dreamer’s heart.

  

Specifically Sam’s EZ Riser Chunk o’ Chips Cookie Dough in the Slap n’ Serve Tube.

  

The crack of a new tube splitting open on the dark mahogany-colored arm of the barcalounger
(Is it wood? A polymer of Midwestern origins? Pressed offal? Will ask Mother. Do not expect a
coherent answer, as she is Mother.) is enough to send me deep into À la recherche du temps
perdu-type revelry (note: I have not read that particular book, though I sat through a dreary
documentary on it hosted by the bald man from Star Trek on my public television station,
waiting for an Are You Being Served marathon. By the way, the marathon was a satisfying
omnibus, though it’s flow would have been greatly enhanced if that moist-eyed public television
man didn’t plead for cash in such an excruciating inauthentic manner) crystallizing that exact
moment I last cracked a tube, usually twenty minutes prior to opening the new one.

  

There were at one point entire DYNASTIES of spent tubes scatter’d throughout the room, a
veritable core sample of my ever more fine-tuned taste. From my perch, I could observe in
sharp relief my progress of a connoisseur of this glorious stuff. That is until mother, operating
under the influence of stars not of our galaxy, “cleaned” (destroyed, pillaged, etc.) my room. But
that holocaust I cover elsewhere.

  

Now, from time to time, I am forced to shift out of my domain, if only to attend to needs best left
unspoken (Note: regarding toilet use). On the days I might have to LEAVE THE HOUSE
(sending correspondence to world leaders, visiting the hobby shop that I might educate the
feeble Corey on the dazzling range of Dragon Lance collectible fantasy figures. Like explaining
a Faberge egg to a chicken) I pack a few dozen tubes in my shoulder sack.
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If I plan to dart about inside the house (for a man of girth I am surprisingly catlike. As a
self-trained dancer and exhibitor of Sensual Though Not Dirty Beauty I have developed an
uncanny grace and economy in movement), I have cached dough in clever hidey holes
throughout -- sometimes too clever, as will soon be clear.

  

On the day in question, I was making my way through the hall to the den, a wraith in a white
sheet (sheets are required in areas shared with Mother, due to a cosmically inane series of
misunderstandings). I was making my way to the den to see if I could muster up some old
Sear’s catalogs that I might study the girdle pages more closely, when I felt the Plunge. The
fading was pronounced and I felt the spectacular dread of being caught out. No dough, no
dough, no dough. Blackness. Detuned violins.

  

I clawed at the telephone table in the hall. I must have.... hid… YES! YES! I DID! But, hullo,
what is this? It wasn’t Sam’s EZ Riser Chunk o’ Chips Cookie Dough, this was… MRS.
TAFFETY’S COOKIE FUN PASTE?

  

This tube was Jurassic. This was the stuff I cut my teeth on, my first score. And this tube would
have to do.

  

I gobbled it. And then the bats.

  

Some sort of diabolical chemical process had twisted this tube into a paisley broth of hippy
bathwater, lysergic to a degree that would crumble the skulls of lesser souls.

  

I was soon swatting at a panoply of shrieking Mother-headed bats with wings of cat fur. They
plunged at me like Stukas, shrieking “CLEAN YOUR ROOM! CLEAN YOUR ROOM! CLEAN
YOUR ROOM!”.

  

I roared, I pleaded, I cajoled, I laughed like goddamn fiend. They raised up then formed into one
giant monolith of cookie dough, bible black and as strange and new as the morning of creation.
It was Me, I was It. It was God. It was Wife. It blurbled in an atavistic tongue only we shared….
EAT ME! EAT ME! JOIN ME AS ONE! FAAAAT MAAAAAN!
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And I could feel my mouth unhinge like a great primordial snake and I devoured it, there in the
hall by the telephone table. I was It. We were enjoined.

  

And into that murk, Reason made its advance.

  

A small voice, my voice, made a plea. “The show…. The show is starting…. The show.”

  

The Lost Season! They’d been advertising that in the Arts and Entertainment Section for
months! The lost season of “Are You Being Served?”

  

I marshaled every quark of my superiorly trained soul and chipped at the dark forces grip on my
will. Steely iron determination and the unabashed power of PURE NUDITY conquered and
banished the demons. I was free, standing in the hall, sweating, nude and ALIVE! ALIVE DAMN
YOU!

  

Psychotropics be damned. I had a damn show to catch.

  

NFMECD is channeled through the Bastard of Art and Commerce.
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